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 Robotic minimally invasive surgery (R-MIS) has gained in popularity due to its 
advantages of improving the accuracy and dexterity of surgical interventions while 
minimizing trauma to the patient. However, because of the loss of direct contact with the 
surgical site, the surgeon cannot perceive tactile information, which may adversely affect 
surgical efficiency and/or efficacy. The lack of haptic feedback is regarded as a limiting 
factor in existing R-MIS technology.  
To solve this problem, researchers have incorporated force sensors on the surgical 
tools to measure the tool-tissue interaction forces, and reproduce these forces at the 
surgeon console. However, the employment of force sensors leads to other problems 
limiting their practical application. For example, they may require many extra system 
components and manufacturing steps which likely affect the economy and robustness of 
the surgical devices, and they may also have sterilization problems. 
This thesis explores the feasibility of utilizing driving motors’ current to 
sensorlessly estimate the tool-tissue interaction forces for a 3-DOF motorized surgical 
grasper. A mechanism based on planetary gear theory has been applied to decouple the 
motions and forces in grasp, pitch and yaw, and then the sensorless force estimation 
  
method is applied on these three DOFs separately. A series of different prototypes have 
been used to validate scenarios approaching the conditions of real surgical applications. 
Finally, a 3-DOF low-inertia master robot with haptic features was fabricated to 
control the surgical grasper and reflect the tool-tissue interaction forces to the surgeon’s 
hand. With the haptic system, test subjects can successfully distinguish the stiffness of 
wood, foam and sponge using all three DOFs; and the location of a simulated tumor 
embedded in tissue can be clearly identified. The experiment also demonstrates that 
haptic feedback can help surgeons regain the tactile information and help them to explore 
the mechanical properties of tissue; this real-time force feedback may enable surgeons to 
decrease operation forces and avoid tissue damage. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction  
           
Traditionally surgeries are performed through a large incision in the human body 
(Figure 1-1a). This kind of surgery enables surgeons to have direct vision and touch the 
surgery site, which makes it easily adopted. The disadvantage of this approach is 
excessive invasiveness and pain, long recovery time and hospital stay and extensive 
scarring. To reduce the pain of patients, minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has been 
introduced in the last 30 years [1]. Surgeons use long rigid tools to operate on tissues 
through several small incisions in the abdominal wall (Figure 1-1b). This allows less 
bleeding, less pain, shorter recovery time and improved cosmetic outcomes to the 
patients.  
 
Figure 1-1 (a) Open surgery [2],   (b) Minimally invasive surgery [3] 
However, the operation complexity is greatly increased in MIS due to the 
unintuitive tool control together with limited dexterity and surgical vision. To increase 
the operability of surgical instruments and get better visual access to the surgical site, 
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robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery (R-MIS) is becoming popular nowadays 
(Figure 1-2). The da Vinci surgical system (Intuitive Surgical), the most commercially 
successful surgical robot for minimally invasive surgery, offer surgeons magnified 3D 
HD vision, various surgical instruments with better dexterity than the human hand and 
enhanced ergonomics. However, due to the loss of direct touch of the surgical site, 
surgeons are prone to exert larger forces and cause tissue damage [4]. The lack of haptic 
feedback is regarded as a limiting factor in existing R-MIS technology [5]. 
     
Figure 1-2 Robot-assisted minimally invasive surgery [6] 
1.1 Force Sensing 
Haptic perception plays a very important role in surgery. It enables surgeons to 
obtain the mechanical properties of tissue and evaluate its anatomical structures, and 
apply appropriate force control actions for safe tissue manipulations. To sense the tool-
tissue interaction force, researchers have developed different kinds of sensors in the last 
decade [7]. 
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Figure 1-3 shows a typical surgical tool for minimally invasive surgery and the 
possible locations to attach force sensors. The first two locations are at the driving unit or 
at the shaft outside the abdominal wall. Due to the friction between tool shaft and 
abdominal wall and also the friction in the transmission mechanism, the accuracy of force 
sensing at these locations won’t be high. Brown and Rosen from University of 
Washington attach strain gauges on the driving components of a motorized endoscopic 
grasper to measure grasp force and tissue properties [8-9]; Stephens and Meier from 
University of Minnesota attach sensors on the driving pads of EndoWrist surgical tool to 
implement artificial material sample differentiation [10]. A similar approach could be 
taken with series elastic actuators. 
 
Figure 1-3 Possible locations for sensor attachment on a laparoscopic tool [7] 
 
Figure 1-4 Motorized Endoscopic Grasper (MEG) from University of Washington [9] 
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To obtain high accuracy in force measurement, the sensor should be attached at locations 
near the end effector. Here come the last two locations – attaching sensors on the jaws or 
at the distal end of the surgical tool shaft. Since sensors attached at these locations need 
to go through the insertion port, their sizes should be compact. Strain gauges, because of 
their small form factor, are widely used as force sensing elements for surgical robots. 
Fischer attaches strain gauges on the jaws of a surgical grasper for interaction force 
measurement (Figure 1-5a) [11]; Menciassi and Payne apply strain gauges on the jaws of 
microgrippers and forceps for measuring grasping forces and tissue properties in 
microsurgery (Figure 1-5b) [12-13]. In recent years, it has become popular for 
researchers using microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology to integrate strain 
gauges with surgical tools. Hammond from Harvard University prints strain gauges on 
forceps for pinch force feedback (Figure 1-5c) [14]; Gafford uses Pop-up-Book MEMS 
technology to fabricate a force-sensing surgical grasper (Figure 1-5d) [15]. Instead of 
integrating strain gauges on the jaws, some researchers attach them on the distal end of 
the tool shaft. Seibold and Kuebler developed a force-torque sensor with strain gauges to 
measure manipulation forces at the tip (Figure 1-5e) [16-17]; Mayer and Gomez attached 
four strain gauges on the distal end of the shaft to feed back the interaction force at the 
tool tip (Figure 1-5f) [18]. There are also some researchers using other kinds of sensors 
instead of strain gauges for force sensing on surgical instruments. Gray, Howe and Peine 
use capacitive sensor arrays for tissue palpation (Figure 1-6a) [19-21]; Sokhanvar, 
Dargahi and Ottermo use piezoelectric sensor arrays for force measurement and tissue 
palpation (Figure 1-6b) [22-24]; Petter and Baumann use vibrotactile sensors for tissue 
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palpation (Figure 1-6c) [25-26]; Lazeroms and Peirs use optical fiber sensors to measure 
tool-tissue interaction force (Figure 1-6d) [27-28]. 
 
Figure 1-5 Several strain gauge force sensors for surgical application [11-12, 14-16, 18] 
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Figure 1-6 (a) Capacitive sensor array [19], (b) piezoelectric sensor array [22], (c) 
vibrotactile sensor [25], (d) optical fiber sensor [28] 
However, the employment of force sensors leads to other problems. Firstly, the 
surgical tool tips are small in size. For the sensors in Figure 1-6, it is hard to incorporate 
them on the jaws and they also make the tools bulky and potentially impair their normal 
use; for strain gauge sensors in Figure 1-5, though the size won’t cause problems, there is 
always a tradeoff between the sensitivity of the measurement and the stiffness of the 
structure, since the force measurement with strain gauges is based on the measurement of 
structural deformation. Secondly, steam sterilization via autoclave is a standard method 
widely applied to sterilize surgical equipment, and this requires saturated steam to heat 
the equipment up to 121 °C at 103 kPa (gauge pressure) for at least 15 minutes. It is 
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unclear whether these sensors can survive this harsh environment [7]. Generally, current 
sensorized solutions require many extra system components and manufacturing steps 
which likely affect the economy and robustness of the surgical devices.  
In this research we will explore the feasibility of using motor current to 
sensorlessly estimate the tool-tissue interaction forces. Li and Jeong have used this 
method to estimate the cutting forces on a CNC turning center and on a milling machine 
[29-30]. Tholey has tried estimating jaw force for a laparoscopic grasper based on 
supplied motor voltage [31], but without acceptable performance in terms of 
error/accuracy (the force estimation overestimates the tissue grasping force by an order of 
magnitude compared with the force measurement in small force range), and the time 
response has not been tested. In this project, the motions of a 3-DOF surgical grasper will 
be decoupled first, and then the sensorless force estimation method is applied. 
 
1.2 Force Reflection 
After tool-tissue interaction forces are obtained, it is necessary to feed them back 
to the surgeon. Although sensory substitution (the use of human sense to take in 
information normally perceived by another sense) [32] is possible (for example, Dargahi 
and Miller use graphical display to visualize tactile data acquired from surgical tools [33-
34], and Yao and Hayward use auditory display in tissue exploration with a tactile probe 
[35]), it is believed that sensory substitution increases the surgeon’s cognitive workload 
[36]. In this dissertation, our review only covers devices with direct force feedback. 
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Figure 1-7 shows several commercialized haptic devices available in the market [37-39]. 
Phantom Omni and Phantom Desktop have 6 DOF position sensing (x, y, z, Tx, Ty, Tz) 
and 3 DOF force feedback (x, y, z); Novint Falcon and Force Dimension Omega.3 have 3 
DOF position sensing and force feedback (x, y, z); Phantom Premium 6 DOF and Force 
Dimension Omega.6 have 6 DOF position sensing and force feedback (x, y, z, Tx, Ty, Tz), 
and Phantom Premium 6 DOF has an optional snap-on end effector available for pinch 
position sensing; Force Dimension Sigma.7 and Force Dimension Omega.7 have 7 DOF 
position sensing and force feedback (x, y, z, Tx, Ty, Tz, pinch). They are usually designed 
for general purpose and the cost is high.  
Figure 1-8 shows several haptic devices designed for surgical applications. Salvi 
designed a motor-driven haptic paddle and attached it on a Phantom Omni device to feed 
back the grasp force of a single-port laparoscopic surgical robot (Figure 1-8a) [40]; Culjat 
designed a pneumatic balloon actuator and attached it on the master device of da Vinci 
surgical robot to feed back the tactile information obtained from surgical instruments 
(Figure 1-8b) [41]. 
In this research, since the tool-tissue interaction forces on grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs will 
be obtained by estimation from the surgical tool, we will design a 3 DOF haptic device 
with position sensing and force feedback on grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs. There is a 
Phantom Omni joystick device available in our lab, with force feedback in (x, y, z), but 
what we need is force feedback in (Tx, Ty, Tz), so this type of commercially available 
joystick is not suitable. Compared with a pneumatic/hydraulic system, a motor-driven 
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haptic system is compact, clean, easy for precise control and easy for maintaining, our 
haptic device will be designed to be driven by motors. 
 
Figure 1-7 Commercialized haptic devices in the market [37-39] 
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Figure 1-8 (a) Haptic paddle [40], (b) pneumatic balloon actuator [41] 
 
1.3 Summary 
In this project, we will make a 3 DOF surgical grasper prototype with motorized 
grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs. The tool-tissue interaction forces on these DOFs will be 
estimated based on the driving motors’ current. To feed back the forces to surgeons, we 
will also make a 3-DOF master control with motorized grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs. 
Figure 1-9 shows the master-slave interaction diagram. 
 
Figure 1-9 Master-slave interaction diagram 
In this dissertation, the first chapter reviews the background of force feedback for 
surgical robot applications. In the second chapter, the theory and prototype for a 
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decoupled surgical grasper are introduced. Then the force estimation experiments and 
results are discussed in the third chapter. The master robot design and testing are reported 
in the fourth chapter. In the fifth chapter, haptic experiments with the master robot and 
slave robot are described. At the end, the summary and conclusions for this research are 
stated in the sixth chapter.  
The main contributions of this paper include: 1) A compact 3-DOF motorized 
surgical grasper prototype with decoupling feature is fabricated; to feedback the tool-
tissue interaction forces to the surgeon, a 3-DOF haptic master robot is also built. 2) The 
feasibility of using motor current to estimate the tool-tissue interaction forces is verified 
on a 3-DOF master-slave robot system. 3) A 3-DOF sensorless haptic interface for 
robotic minimally invasive surgery is presented, and the necessity of haptic feedback is 
demonstrated with this system. 
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Chapter 2. Motion and Force Decoupling for a 3-
DOF Surgical Grasper 
  
A decoupled driving mechanism, which means each motor only drives one output 
degree of freedom (DOF) and does not affect other motions, will simplify the position 
control of a surgical tool, and may allow the surgeon to control the tool more easily, thus 
improving surgical safety. It will also facilitate tool-tissue interaction force estimation, 
since the estimated force on one degree of freedom will not be affected by other motions. 
However, existing surgical tools for robotic minimally invasive surgery (R-MIS) tend to 
have coupled motions. For example, the EndoWrist tools for the da Vinci Surgical 
System (Intuitive Surgical) have four DOFs (roll, yaw, pitch, grasp) and are 
kinematically coupled. In this chapter, we will work to solve this coupling problem. 
The first motion coupling between roll and yaw/pitch/grasp can be easily solved 
by moving the roll DOF on the robot arm, where the tool is attached. The second motion 
coupling between yaw and pitch/grasp requires more effort to solve (as will be shown 
below).  
Ohm et al. have proposed a mechanism based on instantaneous center of 
rotation theory to decouple different sections of a robotic arm [42]; since this mechanism 
relies on cable tension to maintain the kinematic relation, its reliability is in doubt. 
Nishizawa et al. applied the same mechanism to decouple motions on yaw, pitch, and 
grasp DOFs for a surgical grasper [43]. Neither of these applied the decoupled devices to 
force reflection. Here we build on this by proposing general design guidelines for 
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decoupled cable-driven surgical graspers based on planetary gear theory [44]. 
Prototyping and kinematic and force decoupling test results are also discussed [45]. 
 
2.1 Decoupling Theory  
Figure 2-1 illustrates the motion coupling phenomenon. For ease of 
demonstration, the grasp joint and yaw joint are assumed to be in the same plane. The 
constraint is that the distance between the yaw axis and the grasp axis is constant; the 
cable lengths from fixed points A and B to the jaw are constant. Based on this, given a 
yaw joint rotation through an angle θ, the jaw is displaced to the position shown in Fig. 2-
1, which also has a rotation of angle θ from the desired position. 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Coupling between yaw joint and grasp joint 
 
To solve the coupling problem, a decoupling mechanism is proposed based on 
planetary gear theory, drawing on the kinematic equivalency between gearing and cable-
pulley systems [46].  Figure 2-2 shows a 3-DOF surgical grasper design based on this 
mechanism. The yaw DOF is driven by the planetary gear system, and the housing, which 
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is rigidly attached with the second gear, is the yaw output; the two jaws are driven 
separately by cables, which pass the yaw joint through a series of idler pulleys. Figure 2-
3 shows the geometry of the mechanical relationships on the top view of the linkage. 
 
 
Figure 2-2. A decoupled cable-driven grasper 
 
 
 
Figure 2-3. Kinematic relation of the decoupling 
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Figure 2-3 shows the path of two opposing cables which drive one jaw. When 
analyzing the yaw DOF, the pitch and grasp DOF are assumed to be fixed, so the cable 
length wrapped on the grasping pulley remains constant. When the yaw angle is zero, the 
path length of cable 1 is 
𝐶1 = 𝐿1 +
𝑑1
2
(
𝜋
2
− 𝜃1) +
𝑑1
2
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃1 +
𝑑2
2
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃1 +
𝑑2
2
(
𝜋
2
− 𝜃1) +
𝑑2
2
(
𝜋
2
− 𝜃2) +
𝑑2
2
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃2 +
𝑑3
2
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃2 +
𝑑3
2
(
𝜋
2
− 𝜃2) + 𝐿4                                                  (1) 
 
𝜃1 = cos
−1 (
𝑑1+𝑑2
2𝐿2
)                                                             (2) 
 
𝜃2 = cos
−1 (
𝑑2+𝑑3
2𝐿3
)                                                   (3) 
 
The lengths of cable 4 and the cables driving the other jaw take on a similar form. 
The path length only involves the pulley diameters d and the center distances L. (The 
chosen L and d should be constrained to preclude interference, consistent with the 
geometry shown in Figure 3.) 
With a yaw angle α, the path length of cable 1 is 
𝐶1
′ = 𝐿1 +
𝑑1
2
(
𝜋
2
− 𝜃1) +
𝑑1
2
𝛼 +
𝑑1
2
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃1 +
𝑑2
2
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃1 +
𝑑2
2
(
𝜋
2
− 𝜃1) −
𝑑2
2
𝛽 +
𝑑2
2
(
𝜋
2
− 𝜃2) +
𝑑2
2
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃2 +
𝑑3
2
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃2 +
𝑑3
2
(
𝜋
2
− 𝜃2) + 𝐿4                        (4) 
 
The difference between  1 and  1
′
 is 
𝐶1 − 𝐶1
′ =
𝑑2
2
𝛽 −
𝑑1
2
𝛼                                               (5) 
 
To make the path length independent of the yaw DOF,  1 should be equal to  1
′
, 
which means 
                 
𝑑2
2
𝛽 =
𝑑1
2
𝛼                                                          (6) 
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In other words, the cable length wrapped on pulley 1 (
 1
2
 ) equals the cable 
length unwrapped from pulley 2 (
 2
2
 ). 
Rearranging, 
    
𝑑2
𝑑1
=
𝛼
𝛽
                                                            (7) 
 
To apply this mechanical constraint, a planetary system composed of a sun gear 
(gear 1), a planet gear (gear 2) and a carrier is employed. In a planetary gear system, 
𝐷𝑔2
𝐷𝑔1
= −
ω1−ω𝐻
ω2−ω𝐻
=
ω𝐻−ω1
ω2−ω𝐻
                                       (8) 
 
(  1 and   2 are the diameters of gear 1 and gear 2;  1,  2,    are velocities of gear 1, 
gear 2 and carrier.) 
Note that (with 𝑡 representing time) 
𝛼 = ω 𝑡                                                                   (9) 
 
𝛽 = (ω2 −ω )𝑡                                                        (10)  
 
𝛼
𝛽
=
ω𝐻
ω2−ω𝐻
                                                               (11) 
 
From equation (8), if ω1= 0 (fix the sun gear),  
𝐷𝑔2
𝐷𝑔1
=
ω𝐻−ω1
ω2−ω𝐻
=
ω𝐻
ω2−ω𝐻
=
𝛼
𝛽
                                                  (12) 
 
If d2/d1 is chosen to be equal to Dg2/Dg1, then the mechanical constraint in 
equation (7) is satisfied. 
Therefore, if the gear diameter ratio and another constraint relation (for example, 
fix the sun gear) in the planetary gear system are given, the pulley diameter ratio can be 
chosen to make pitch/grasp and yaw independent.  
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The gear set can also be replaced by a kinematically equivalent cable-pulley 
system [46] as shown in Figure 2-4. 
 
Figure 2-4. Cable-pulley system equivalent to gear set (carrier removed for clarity) 
 
To determine the most space-efficient design variant, the theory is applied to a 
surgical grasper design, and different choices are also discussed. As shown in Table 2-1, 
there are three design steps to explore in this process, each one giving multiple design 
possibilities. 
Table 2-1 Design choices for a surgical grasper [47] 
Step 1:  
Select gear ratio 
1:1 1:2 1:3 … 
Step 2: 
Add a constraint 
 ω1= 0 ω1= -ωH ω1= -2ωH … 
Step3: 
Select driving component 
Carrier Gear 2 Gear 1 … 
 
The first step is to choose the gear ratio.  Apparently the configuration with two 
gears having the same diameter will give the most compact design, so the gear ratio is set 
to 1:1.  
The second step is to provide another kinematic constraint in the planetary gear 
system. The easiest way is to fix gear 1 (ω1= 0). Then the diameter ratio between pulley 2 
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and pulley 1 is chosen to be 1:1 to decouple pitch, grasp and yaw. This will give the 
design in Figure 2-2. Based on planetary gear theory, 
ω𝐻−ω1
ω2−ω𝐻
=
ω𝐻
ω2−ω𝐻
=
𝐷𝑔2
𝐷𝑔1
=                                                       (14) 
Therefore, ω2= 2ωH.  
The third step is to determine the driving component. For the design in Figure 2-2, 
the carrier, which is attached on a driving pulley, is chosen to be the driving link, and 
gear 2 is the yaw output. This implies that the yaw output angle is double the input, as 
shown in Figure 2-3.  
 
 
Figure 2-5. Front view of design 
 
Going back to the third design step, gear 2 can also be chosen as a driving link, 
but a driving mechanism, shown in Figure 2-6, would need to be added to replace the 
driving pulley on the carrier. The driving pulley can rotate freely, and the passive pulley 
is attached rigidly on gear 2, so ωp= ω2= 2ωH. The diameter ratio between the driving and 
passive pulleys is chosen to be 1. Because the pulley system is also constrained by the 
planetary gear system, applying this constraint to the pulley system gives 
ω −ω𝐻
ω −ω𝐻
=
  −ω𝐻
 2−ω𝐻
=
  −ω𝐻
ω𝐻
=
𝐷 
𝐷 
=                                              (15) 
 
Therefore ωd= 2ωH= ω2, implying that the yaw output angle is equal to the input angle. 
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Figure 2-6. Driving mechanism of gear 2 (carrier removed for clarity) 
Returning to the second step, another kinematic constraint rather than fixing gear 
1 can be provided. For example, ω1= -ωH is given by the mechanism shown in Figure 2-7. 
This would require adding another drive shaft. The driving pulley is attached on the 
driving gear, which drives gear 1 with a relation ω1= -ωd. The driving pulley also drives 
the passive pulley with a relation ωp= ωd, and the passive pulley is attached on the carrier. 
Therefore, ωH= ωp= ωd= -ω1. In the equivalent planetary gear system, 
𝐷 2
𝐷 1
=
ω𝐻−ω1
ω2−ω𝐻
=
2ω𝐻
ω2−ω𝐻
=                                                        (16) 
 
Therefore ω2= 3ωH= 3ωd. Meanwhile, the pulley ratio d2/d1 is chosen to be ½ to make 
sure the pitch and grasp DOF are independent of yaw. 
 
 
Figure 2-7. The mechanism giving ω1= -ωH 
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Going back to the first design step, a gear ratio other than 1:1 can also be chosen, 
but it is clear that other choices will take up more space. 
After going through all the design possibilities, it can be noted that, for a limited 
space application, the design of Figure 2-3 (with gear ratio 1:1, fixing the sun gear, and 
choosing the carrier as the driving component) is the most compact. This is based on the 
assumption of a minimum component size limited by fabrication capabilities; anything 
other than the 1:1 ratio produces components (both a gear and a pulley) which are larger 
than this minimum size, and the overall size of the mechanism is therefore not optimized 
for space. 
To select cables with appropriate stiffness, a cable deformation model is also 
derived. As shown in Figure 2-8, a jaw is driven by a pulley through a cable loop, and the 
driving cables are tangent with the pulley circle, which has a radius of R; the jaw has 
length of L, and is loaded with force T at the distal end. To prevent cable slackness, the 
cables are pretensioned with force F, which should be larger than the maximum cable 
tensile load in the application; the cable initial length under pretension is x. After 
applying a load T at the jaw, the cable tension change is ∆F, and the cable length change 
is ∆x. Applying a moment balance principle at the rotation axis of the jaw,  
  =                                                                (13) 
Assuming the cable stiffness is k, 
  =                                                                 (14) 
Combining Equations (13) and (14), 
  =      ⁄                                                           (15) 
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The position error caused by the cable deformation is: 
  =    ⁄ =  
  
   2⁄                                              (16) 
Using Equation (16) with maximum anticipated load T, a cable with appropriate stiffness 
can be selected to meet the position error constraint. 
 
Figure 2-8 Cable deformation model 
 
2.2 Decoupled Prototype 
For the prototype design shown in Figure 2-2, the sun gear is fixed (ω1= 0); the 
diameter ratio between gear 1 and gear 2 is chosen to be 1:1 for space efficiency, and the 
diameter ratio between pulley 1 and pulley 2 is set to be 1:1 to decouple the yaw DOF 
from grasp and pitch DOFs. Based on planetary gear theory, 
ω𝐻−ω1
ω2−ω𝐻
=
ω𝐻
ω2−ω𝐻
=
𝐷𝑔2
𝐷𝑔1
=                                                 (13) 
 
Therefore, ω2= 2ω . In this design, the carrier, which is attached on a driving pulley, is 
chosen to be the driving link, and gear 2 is the yaw output. This implies that the yaw 
output angle is double the input, as shown in Figure 2-3.  
A 3-DOF surgical grasper prototype has been fabricated using 3D printing at 
approximately 3:1 scale based on this design. All the joints in the grasper tip are equipped 
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with ball bearings to reduce friction. Monofilament nylon is used for the cable 
transmission (Figure 2-9a). Two jaws are each driven independently via separate links 
attached to the cables, and the yaw motion is also driven by a pulley through a cable 
(Figure 2-9b). 
 
 
Figure 2-9. The 3-DOF surgical grasper prototype: (a) overall view; (b) driving 
components; (c) spherical jointed pad 
A force-sensitive resistor (FlexiForce A201, 4.4N force range) is used to measure 
the grasp force. To make sure the force is uniformly distributed on the sensor, a 
spherical-jointed intermediate pad was placed between the jaw and the sensor (Figure 2-
9c). The grasp force measurement setup is shown in Figure 2-10a. To measure the cable 
force, a strain gauge (Vishay MM WK-13-250AE-10C) is attached in series with one of 
the cables that drive the jaws (Figure 2-10b). A protractor is used to measure the yaw 
angle (Figure 2-10c). 
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Figure 2-10. Experiment setup: (a) overall view; (b) strain gauge; (c) yaw angle 
measurement 
2.3 Decoupling Result 
Two experiments have been conducted on the prototype. The first one is to 
validate the motion decoupling, which means the grasp motion is completely independent 
of the yaw motion. As shown in Figure 2-11, actuating the yaw degree of freedom (DOF) 
while leaving the grasp DOF un-actuated, the position of the two jaws remains constant 
independent of yaw angle. Also, the motion of the prototype follows the decoupling 
theory and matches the predicted motion of the model (the yaw output angle is double the 
input). This experiment proves that the grasp motion is decoupled from the yaw motion. 
 
Figure 2-11. Motion comparison between prototype and CAD model 
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The second experiment is to test the force decoupling, which is similar to the first 
test but viewed from the perspective of force measurement as opposed to kinematics. In 
kinematics, the input/output relation involves the Jacobian matrix: vout = [J]vin.  Since the 
motions are decoupled, the Jacobian matrix is diagonal; from the standpoint of force 
transmission,  = [  ]−1  , so it is clear that the forces produced at each link are also 
decoupled [48]. With different yaw angles, the corresponding cable tensions and clamp 
forces were recorded. The result is shown in Fig. 2-12, which shows that these forces are 
not significantly influenced by yaw motion. This experiment proves that the grasp force 
is decoupled from the yaw motion. 
 
 
Figure 2-12. Force decoupling between grasp and yaw motion 
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2.4 Conclusions 
This chapter proposes a design guideline for decoupled cable-driven surgical 
graspers based on planetary gear theory, and provides an overview of several different 
design choices.  Through comparison, the most space-efficient design has been obtained. 
Based on this design, a 3-DOF surgical grasper prototype has been fabricated using 3D 
printing at approximately 3:1 scale. Motion decoupling and force decoupling experiments 
have been conducted, and the results proved that the grasp degree of freedom is indeed 
decoupled from the yaw degree of freedom. 
This decoupling theory can be extended to other applications which require 
decoupled cable-driven joints in a serial chain. Also the decoupled motion leads to 
decoupled forces, and this will help with force estimation from motor current, which will 
be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3. Sensorless Force Estimation for Grasp, 
Pitch and Yaw DOFs 
 
 
Robotic minimally invasive surgery (R-MIS) has been widely implemented in 
hospitals around the world due to its advantages of improving the accuracy and dexterity 
of a surgeon while minimizing trauma to the patient, and has had a large impact on 
surgical technique in certain specialties [49]. However, because of the loss of direct 
contact with the surgical site, the surgeon cannot perceive tactile information, which may 
adversely affect surgical efficiency and/or efficacy. To solve this problem, researchers 
have incorporated different kinds of force sensors on surgical tools to measure the tool-
tissue interaction forces (refer to chapter 1); however, the employment of force sensors 
may lead to sterilization problems and increase the cost. 
This chapter explores the feasibility of using motor current to sensorlessly 
estimate the tool-tissue interaction forces. With the mechanism discussed in the previous 
chapter, the motions and forces on different degrees of freedom (DOFs) are decoupled; in 
this chapter the tool-tissue interaction forces on the grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs are 
estimated based on the driving motors’ current. This method is built on the idea that a DC 
motor’s current is linearly proportional to its output torque. A series of three different 
prototypes were used to validate scenarios approaching real surgical applications. 
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3.1 System Modeling 
Since the driving mechanism is decoupled and each DOF is driven by a separate 
motor, a simplified system modeling of one of these DOFs is shown in Figure 3-1. The 
motor, with inertia J1, drives all the rotational components on this DOF through a gear 
set, with gear ratio N2/N1; the combined inertia of the rotational components is J2. With 
output torque of T and displacement of θ at the motor, the torque produced on the 
rotational components is TF + Tf, where TF represents the torque to overcome the 
interaction force on the tool tip, and Tf represents the torque to overcome friction. Based 
on this modeling, 
 = (  +   )
 1
 2
+ [ 1 +  2 (
 1
 2
)
2
]  ̈                                        (1) 
The motor used in this project is a Faulhaber 2224U012S DC motor in 
combination with a 66:1 planetary gearhead, so N1/N2=1/66. Substituting into Equation 
(1), 
 =
(  +  )
  
+ [ 1 +
 2
4   
]  ̈                                            (2) 
Since all the rotational components are 3D printed and small in size, their inertia 
is very small (less than 2 g-cm
2
), and J2/4356 will be less than 0.0005 g-cm
2
, compared 
with the motor inertia of J1=2.7 g-cm
2
. Therefore the contribution from the rotational 
components can be considered negligible. Based on DC motor theory, its current is 
linearly proportional to its output torque, or 
 =                                                             (3) 
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where K represents the motor’s torque constant. So it is believed that the motor output 
torque can be estimated from the motor current. Since general surgery is characterized by 
relatively slow motions, the dynamic effect [ 1 +
 2
4   
]  ̈ is assumed to be minimal; with 
appropriate handling of the friction in the mechanism, the friction effect Tf can also be 
assumed to be relatively small (non-dominating). So finally it is believed that the torque 
required to overcome the interaction force on the tool tip TF can be estimated from the 
driving motor’s current.  
 
Figure 3-1 System modeling 
There are two assumptions for this method of force estimation using motor 
current. The jaw is driven by cables which traverse several joints, and it is assumed that 
the friction along the cable path can be ignored; thus the manipulation force on the jaw is 
linearly proportional to the cable tension.  Also the motor drives the cable through a gear 
set (the motor used in this project is a Faulhaber 2224U012S DC motor in combination 
with a 66:1 planetary gearhead); it is assumed that the friction in the gear set will not 
affect the linear relation between motor current and motor output torque. 
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First, the relation between the manipulation force on the jaw and the cable tension 
was tested using the prototype presented in chapter 2 (refer to Section 2.2). With different 
quasi-static tensions in the cable, the corresponding grasp force was measured. The result 
is shown in Figure 3-2, in which the linear relation between cable tension and grasp force 
is clearly shown. The first assumption is validated. 
Second, the relation between the motor current and the motor torque on the output 
shaft was tested (the motor is controlled with a PID position controller in LabVIEW with 
12 volts supplied by a BK Precision 1760A DC power supply). Applying different quasi-
static torque on the motor output shaft in different directions, the corresponding motor 
current readings from the driver unit (NI 9505 motor drive module) were recorded. 
Figure 3-3 shows the result; it is shown that no matter the direction, the motor current 
value has a good linear relation with the output torque, and the gearhead does not 
significantly affect this relation. 
 
Figure 3-2 Linear relation between clamp force and cable tension 
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Figure 3-3 Linear relation between motor current and motor torque 
 
3.2 Force Estimation on a Scaled Prototype 
This prototype was built based on the one in chapter 2 by motorizing the grasp, 
pitch and yaw DOFs and replacing the monofilament nylon with braided polyethylene to 
increase stiffness (Figure 3-4 a) [50]. A 3-DOF master control equipped with position 
sensors on each joint was also fabricated to control the grasper prototype (Figure 3-4 b). 
The motors in the surgical grasper prototype are controlled by a PID controller with 
position commands coming from the master robot, and the motors’ current signals (an 
integer output from the motor driver with sampling rate of 20 kHz ) are filtered by a low-
pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz (implemented in LabVIEW). 
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Figure 3-4 3-DOF surgical grasper prototype and master control: (a) slave robot; (b) 
master control 
Experiments have been conducted on the prototype to test the force estimation on 
grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs separately. The experiment setups for the three experiments 
are shown in Figure 3-5. The grasp force is estimated by averaging the force estimations 
from the driving motors of the two independent jaws based on motor current; the pitch 
force is estimated from the driving motor of the jaw that is in contact with the force 
sensor; and the yaw force is estimated from the motor that drives the yaw DOF.  
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Figure 3-5 Experiment setting of force estimation on: (a) grasp DOF; (b) pitch DOF; 
(c) yaw DOF 
Experiment results show that the performance on grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs is 
similar. For simplicity, only the result for the grasp test is shown graphically. Then the 
estimation error and time delay between force estimation and force measurement are 
compared for the three DOFs. 
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Figure 3-6 Force estimation on grasp DOF for long steady input: (a) comparison 
between force estimation and force measurement in time scale; (b) repeating result 
 
To check the reliability of this force estimation method, steady inputs lasting 
more than 10 seconds were manually applied to the grasper input cables for producing 
force estimations on the grasp DOF. Figure 3-6 shows the result by comparing the force 
estimations with the respective force measurements; the force shape comparisons are 
shown vs. time in (a), and the repeated testing results are shown in (b).  
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Comparing and contrasting Figures 3-2 and 3-3, in Figure 3-6 it is noticed that the 
force estimation has an initial peak at the beginning, due to dynamic effects; then the 
amplitude decreases slowly and finally settles to a steady state, which is slightly larger 
than the force measurement, due primarily to the friction in the mechanism; the error 
between the steady state value of force estimation and force measurement is used to 
characterize the accuracy of this method. The repeated testing results demonstrate that the 
performance of this force estimation method is relatively robust.  
Since typical surgical motions during operations last 1-2 seconds, the force 
estimation method was tested with steady input lasting about 2 seconds on the grasp 
DOF. Figure 3-7 shows the results by comparing the force estimations with the respective 
force measurements; the force shape comparisons are shown vs. time in (a), and the 
repeated testing results are shown in (b).  
It is noticed that the force estimation amplitude is a little larger than the force 
measurement due to the friction in the mechanism, and the error is linearly increasing 
with the load, due to the initial peak of the force estimation. The repeated testing results 
demonstrate that the performance of this force estimation method is relatively robust for 
the short-time duration steady input.  
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Figure 3-7 Force estimation on grasp DOF for short steady input: (a) comparison 
between force estimation and force measurement in time scale; (b) repeating result 
 
To test the time response of this force estimation method, periodic inputs were 
manually applied at about 2 Hz on the grasp DOF, since voluntary surgical motions lie in 
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the 0-2 Hz range [51]. Figure 3-8 shows the test results; the force shape comparisons 
between force estimation (with sampling rate 20 kHz, resolution 50 microseconds) and 
force measurement (with sampling rate 500 kHz) are shown in (a), two input cycles are 
shown in detail in (b), and (c) shows how the time delay is obtained. It is apparent that 
the force estimation follows the force measurement very well, with maximum latency 
(the time gap between force estimation peak and its corresponding force measurement 
peak) of 20 ms. Literature shows that 100 ms is regarded as an upper threshold for 
performance to be unaffected [52], so we believe the delay in this test is not a point of 
concern. 
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Figure 3-8 Force estimation on grasp DOF for periodic input:   (a) comparison 
between force estimation and force measurement in time scale; (b) two input cycles (c) 
details showing the obtaining of time delay 
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Similar tests have been done on pitch and yaw DOFs; since the results are similar 
to that of the grasp DOF, we will not elaborate on them in detail. Instead, we will 
compare two important features (estimation error and time delay) between them. Table 3-
1 shows the estimation errors for different inputs on the three DOFs. Table 3-2 shows the 
time delay between force estimation and force measurement on grasp, pitch and yaw 
DOFs. 
Table 3-1. Estimation error in grasp, pitch and yaw tests (Units: N) 
 
 long steady 
input 
short steady 
input 
periodic input 
grasp test 0.11 0.61 0.85 
pitch test 0.39 1.01 0.93 
yaw test 0.08 0.20 0.23 
 
 
 
Table 3-2. Time delay in grasp, pitch and yaw tests (Units: ms) 
 
Tests Time delay 
grasp test 20 
pitch test 0 
yaw test 20 
 
In the grasp experiment, we also tested the influence of pitch and yaw motions on 
the grasp force, challenging the idealized decoupling of these degrees of freedom. Figure 
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3-9 shows the results. One can notice that, in both pitch and yaw cases, the motion 
induces some oscillation both in force measurement and force estimation; this appears to 
be due mostly to measurement noise caused by the movement of the sensor and to a much 
lesser degree to friction in the joints (leading to imperfect force decoupling of the DOFs). 
Comparing the two figures, it is noticed that the pitch motion causes more oscillation of 
the force estimation than the yaw motion; this is because the pitch motion involves 
precisely the two motors which control the grasp motion, and the dynamic effect from the 
pitch motion will thus directly affect the grasp force estimation. In contrast, the yaw 
motion causes little influence on the grasp force estimation; this illustrates that the grasp 
force is mostly decoupled from yaw motion as expected based on the kinematic 
decoupling of the respective DOFs. 
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Figure 3-9 Influence of (a) pitch and (b) yaw motion on grasp force 
 
3.3 Force Estimation on an Actual Sized Prototype 
The actual surgical tools, especially the tool tip parts, are usually made of 
stainless steel, and the size is small, with diameter around 10 mm or less. To test the force 
estimation performance on a surgical tool close to actual size, a second prototype was 3D 
printed, with diameter 15 mm (Figure 3-10). To simulate the metal-metal friction surface 
on an actual surgical tool, all the joints in the tool tip are equipped with journal bearings. 
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Figure 3-10 The actual sized prototype: (a) overall view; (b) tool tip 
 
The force estimation method was tested with this prototype on grasp, pitch and 
yaw DOFs, with similar experiment settings as shown in Figure 3-5. Since the 
performance is similar on all the three DOFs, only the test result on the grasp DOF is 
shown, and two important features (estimation error and time delay) are compared among 
these DOFs in Tables 3 and 4.  
Figure 3-11 shows the force estimation performance for long-duration steady 
input on the grasp DOF. Due to the friction introduced in the joints, force estimation is 
linearly proportional to the force measurement, with a ratio of 1.58 (this value comes 
from the slope of the linear curve fit of force estimation vs. force measurement for long 
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steady input). To compensate for the effect of friction, a calibration coefficient of 1/1.58 
is applied to all the force estimation data, and the calibrated result is shown in Figure 3-
12. It is noticed that the force estimation is slightly larger than the force measurement, 
and the error is distributed around an average value of 0.13 N. The repeated results 
demonstrate the reliability of this method. The dynamic peak at the beginning of every 
force estimation still remains; however, it only lasts for an instant (around 0.2 seconds), 
which is at the frequency transition between slow-acting (pressure, force) and fast-acting 
(vibration) mechanoreceptors in human skin [53, 54].  Therefore, the surgeon is expected 
to be able to distinguish this dynamic peak from the real force estimation in a practical 
scenario.  
 
Figure 3-11 The force estimation fit before calibration on grasp DOF 
 
Figure 3-13 shows the force estimation performance for short time duration 
steady input after calibration. It is noticed that the force estimation is slightly larger than 
the force measurement; due to the dynamic effect, the error is larger than that for long 
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duration input, and is around 0.43 N. Also, after applying calibration, the error is no 
longer linearly increasing with load (as in Figure 3-6). 
Figure 3-14 shows the force estimation performance for high-frequency periodic 
input after calibration. It shows that this force estimation method can respond quickly 
enough for general surgical motions. Due to the smaller size, the force estimation is 30 
ms ahead of the force measurement; this makes sense since the motor actuation always 
leads the force sensor being pressed. Also, compared with Figure 3-8b, the force 
estimation in Figure 3-14b has more oscillations across each cycle. The reason is that the 
motion velocity is twice as high for this actual sized prototype compared to the test for 
the scaled prototype (0.5 rad/s); the higher velocity and acceleration of motors causes the 
current to change quickly, thus leading to the underdamped behavior of the force 
estimation. Literature shows that 0.5 rad/s can meet the design requirement [55], so this 
undesired tendency should not pose a real problem in practical scenarios. 
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Figure 3-12 The calibrated result for long input on grasp DOF: (a) comparison 
between force estimation and force measurement in time scale; (b) repeating result 
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Figure 3-13 The calibrated result for short input on grasp DOF: (a) comparison 
between force estimation and force measurement in time scale; (b) repeating result 
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Figure 3-14 The calibrated result for periodic input on grasp DOF: (a) comparison 
between force estimation and force measurement in time scale; (b) two input cycles 
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Performance characteristics on the pitch and yaw DOFs are similar. Table 3-3 
shows the calibration coefficients for force estimation on grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs, and 
Tables 3-4 and 3-5compare the estimation error and time delay on the three DOFs.  
 
Table 3-3. Calibration coefficients for force estimation on grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs for 
the second version prototype 
 
Tests Calibration 
coefficients 
grasp test 1/1.58 
pitch test 1/2.01 
yaw test 1/1.99 
 
Table 3-4. Estimation error in grasp, pitch and yaw tests (Units: N) 
 
 long steady 
input 
short steady 
input 
periodic input 
grasp test 0.13 0.43 0.74 
pitch test -0.01 0.10 0.00 
yaw test -0.01 0.10 0.31 
 
Table 3-5. Time delay in grasp, pitch and yaw tests (Units: ms) 
 
Tests Time delay 
grasp test -30 
pitch test -40 
yaw test -40 
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With this surgical grasper prototype and the master control in Figure 3-3b, two 
preliminary haptic tests have been implemented to show this sensorless haptic interface 
can increase surgical efficiency and safety without violating sterilization requirements. 
The first test is for grasp force control. Figure 3-15a shows the setup; the grasper 
is in position control mode, with an animal tissue between the jaws. The operator adjusts 
the grasp angle to get a grasp force close to 1N (Figure 3-15b).  This test demonstrates 
that, with the force estimation technique (even when presented visually and not as tactile 
feedback), surgeons can perceive the tool-tissue interaction force in real time and adjust 
their operations to avoid tissue damage during surgery. 
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Figure 3-15 Grasp force control 
 (* every grid line on the x axis represents four seconds) 
 
The second test is for tumor detection. Figure 3-16 shows a piece of animal tissue 
with uniform thickness, and a stiff plastic part is embedded to simulate a tumor. Grasping 
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the tissue at different locations with same amount of tissue strain (around 20 degrees 
change in grasp angle from initial contact), it is found that the grasp force is higher at the 
tumor location (0.85N vs 0.5N), as shown in Figure 3-17. This test shows that, with the 
help of force feedback, the surgeon can do basic tissue palpation without sensors, thus 
improving surgical capabilities (This is only a preliminary test to show that this 
sensorless haptic interface can help surgeons perform tissue palpation; in chapter 5, 
additional tests will add credibility to this claim).  
 
Figure 3-16 Animal tissue with tumor embedded 
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Figure 3-17 Grasp forces at locations (a) with tumor and (b) without tumor 
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3.4 Force Estimation on an Actual Sized Prototype with 
Compact Driving Mechanism 
In its final form, the surgical grasper prototype should be attached on a robot arm, 
so its structure should be compact. The second version (Figure 3-10a) prototype is built 
on a wood platform, and the motor frame is not space-efficient. To validate this prototype 
in a scenario that is closer to the real application, a third version prototype is built. 
Compared with the second version, the wood platform is replaced with a stainless steel 
tube connecting the motor frame with tool tip and containing all the transmission cables; 
its diameter is 16mm. Furthermore, the motor frame is designed with a more compact 
form. Figure 3-18 shows the comparison between the third version prototype and an 
EndoWrist surgical grasper for use with the daVinci surgical system. 
 
Figure 3-18 Comparison between the third version prototype and an EndoWrist surgical 
grasper 
Similar experiments as section 3.3 are implemented on grasp, pitch and yaw 
DOFs separately, and the results on grasp DOF are shown for demonstration (3-19, 20, 
21). Table 3-6 shows the calibration coefficients for force estimation on grasp, pitch and 
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yaw DOFs. Tables 3-7 and 3-8 show the comparison of two important features 
(estimation error and time delay) among these DOFs. 
 
Figure 3-19 Result for long steady input on grasp DOF: (a) comparison between force 
estimation and force measurement in time scale; (b) repeating result 
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Figure 3-20 Result for short steady input on grasp DOF: (a) comparison between 
force estimation and force measurement in time scale; (b) repeating result 
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Figure 3-21 Result for periodic input on grasp DOF: (a) comparison between force 
estimation and force measurement in time scale; (b) two input cycles 
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Table 3-6. Calibration coefficients for force estimation on grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs for 
the third version prototype 
Tests Calibration 
coefficients 
grasp test 1/1.28 
pitch test 1/1.33 
yaw test 1/1.64 
 
Table 3-7. Estimation error in grasp, pitch and yaw tests (Units: N) 
 
 long steady 
input 
short steady 
input 
periodic input 
grasp test 0.24 0.46 0.49 
pitch test 0.14 0.37 0.71 
yaw test -0.03 0.07 0.05 
 
Table 3-8. Time delay in grasp, pitch and yaw tests (Units: ms) 
 
Tests Time delay 
grasp test 0 
pitch test -20 
yaw test 0 
 
Generally the force estimation performance on the third version is similar to that 
on the second version (refer to Section 3.3), since they have the same sized tool tips and 
transmission components. The main difference is that the magnitude of time delay on the 
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third version is smaller than that on the second version; it is believed that the cable route 
change in the third version prototype causes this.  
 
3.5 Conclusions 
This chapter describes a tool-tissue force estimation method for a 3-DOF robotic 
surgical grasper. Three different prototypes were used to validate scenarios approaching 
the real surgical application. The results show that this method can estimate the tool-
tissue reaction forces on grasp, pitch, and yaw DOFs with acceptable accuracy and 
almost no delay. The greatest advantage of this method is that it requires no sensors, so 
the surgical tool can be totally composed of mechanical parts, compatible with existing 
sterilization technology.  
Although the primary goals were met, validation testing showed that some 
refinements to the system could improve performance. There are still three remaining 
issues to be explored in future work. First, the force estimation obtained from motor 
current includes the motor effort to compensate the operation force together with the 
mechanism dynamics, which causes the estimation error to be somewhat large. Although 
coarse force feedback can improve the performance of novice surgeons [56], we believe 
fine force feedback will serve the surgeon better; appropriate calibration or compensation 
is needed to eliminate the dynamic effects. Secondly, literature shows that in real 
surgeries up to 5N reaction force is required in the direction perpendicular to the tool axis 
[57]; the prototypes presented here were tested up to about 2N. Cast or machined metal 
components (or other biocompatible materials) and stainless steel cable should eventually 
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be used to test larger forces. This would require a new calibration. Third, the motor 
motion is controlled by a high frequency PWM signal (20 kHz), and this causes the motor 
current to change rapidly. To obtain the average motor current, which is linearly 
proportional to the load, a low pass filter with cutoff frequency 3 Hz is applied. This 
technique works well, as shown above, but it requires the motor to vibrate all the time to 
dynamically adjust its current to carry the load (Figure 3-22). Even though the motor is in 
a quasi-steady state, the small-amplitude vibration (± 0.23 degree) may shorten the 
motor’s life, and this vibration may also be perceived by the surgeon. Other filtering 
techniques may exist which could improve performance relative to the low-pass 
technique used here.  
 
Figure 3-22 Motor vibration 
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Chapter 4. Design of a 3-DOF Force-Reflective 
Master Robot  
 
 
In force-reflective master-slave surgical robot teleoperation, the surgeon applies 
force on the master robot and receives force feedback at the same time, while the slave 
robot follows exactly the same motions of the master robot and acts on the physical 
environment. The master-slave control flow chart is shown in Figure 4-1. 
 
Figure 4-1 Master-slave control flow chart 
The purpose of building this master robot is to reflect the force estimation 
obtained from the slave robot to the surgeon. To make the position control and force 
reflection easier, it is preferred to use a similar structure on the master robot compared to 
that of the slave robot. 
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4.1 Design Requirements 
These specifications are intended to match the slave robot; however, a tool 
optimized for surgical applications in general may have different characteristics. The 
master robot can be easily scaled to match these specifications. 
1) Force range. Due to the relatively low strength of 3D-printed parts, the 
grasp force tested on the slave robot is limited to around 2 N; taking 
friction into account, the master robot needs to produce 2×1.2833 = 2.56 N 
(refer to Table 3-6 for the calibration coefficient). For safety, 5 N is 
chosen as the design requirement for the grasp force reflection. On the 
yaw degree of freedom, the tested force is around 0.5 N; taking friction 
into account, the master robot needs to produce 0.5×1.638 = 0.819 N 
(refer to Table 3-6 for the calibration coefficient). For safety, 1 N is 
chosen as the design requirement for the yaw force reflection ([57] shows 
that in real surgeries up to 5N reaction force is required in the direction 
perpendicular to the tool axis, so the force reflection range on the yaw 
DOF is a bit lower than what surgeons needed in actual practice). 
2) Motion range. The master robot should have at least the same motion 
range as the slave robot. The two jaws of the slave robot have a range of 
±90°, so the two corresponding joints on master robot should also allow 
±90°; the yaw degree of freedom has a range of ±90° on the slave robot; 
since the yaw output is double the yaw joint’s input, the corresponding 
control joint on the master robot should have a range of ±45°. 
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3) Low inertia and low friction. For high sensitivity and good operability, 
the inertia of the master should be low and the friction in the mechanism 
should be minimal. 
4) Size. The surgical tool for minimally invasive surgery should be small in 
size for minimal invasiveness. But the master robot, as a user interface 
interacting with surgeon’s hand, should be large enough for easy manual 
operation. 
 
4.2 Selection of Transmission 
Inspired by the design of the Phantom Omni haptic joystick, a cable-capstan 
transmission, rather than gear head, is adopted on the master robot (Figure 4-2), due to its 
low-friction and zero-backlash properties as a speed reducer / torque amplifier. The 
capstan joint consists of a pre-tensioned cable clamped at two ends of the capstan pulley 
and wrapped several times around the threaded shaft of the DC motor. PowerPro 
microfilament braided line, with diameter of 0.016'' and rated strength of 65 lbs, is 
chosen to engage with the capstan pulley and threaded shaft. The capstan driving shaft is 
chosen with 3/8-24 external threads, in which the cable can lie. The cable-capstan 
transmission ratio is chosen as 10:1, so the diameter of the capstan pulley is 
3/8×10=3.75''.  
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Figure 4-2 Cable-capstan transmission 
To determine the shape of the pulley, a 2-D drawing of the relationship between 
the threaded shaft and capstan pulley is shown in Figure 4-3. To keep the cable-capstan 
transmission tensioned, the cable should be always tangent to the pulley. The figure 
shows that, due to the cable tangency requirement, 70.19° is the minimum arc angle for 
zero range of motion. In a practical application, the threaded shaft should be spaced 
slightly away from the pulley, so the angle will be larger than 70.19°. Since the yaw joint 
of the master robot requires a range of ±45°, the pulley should have an arc of at least 90° 
+ 70.19° = 160.19°; it is thus determined that the arc of the yaw capstan pulley is 180° 
(Figure 4-4 a). Each grasp joint of the master robot requires a range of ±90°, so the pulley 
should have an arc of at least 180° + 70.19° = 250.19°, and it is determined that the arc of 
the grasp capstan pulley is 270° (Figure 4-4 b). 
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Figure 4-3 Relationship between threaded shaft and capstan pulley 
 
Figure 4-4 Capstan pulleys for (a) yaw DOF and (b) grasp DOF  
 
4.3 Master Robot Design 
The master robot employs the same decoupling mechanism as on the slave robot, 
but at a larger scale (Figure 4-5). Each of the grasp bars and the yaw joint are driven by a 
separate motor through microfilament braided cable; the upper bar of the master controls 
the upper jaw of the slave, the lower bar of the master controls the lower jaw of the slave, 
and the yaw joint of the master controls the yaw joint of slave. This structure makes both 
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the position control and force reflection easy; furthermore, since all the motors can be 
fixed on the frame, the inertia of the moving components remains low. Figure 4-6 shows 
the master robot prototype; all the components are fabricated by 3D printing, and all the 
joints are equipped with ball bearings to reduce friction.  
 
Figure 4-5 Master robot design 
 
Figure 4-6 Master robot prototype 
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4.4 Motor Selection 
For the motor selection, we need to know the torque requirement of this master 
robot. The grasp bar designed (Figure 4-7 a) has a length of 1.5'', and the force output is 
set to be 5 N, so the torque requirement is 5 × 1.5 × 25.4 = 190.5 mNm. Since the motor 
power is transmitted to the grasp bar through a 10:1 cable-capstan transmission, the 
torque requirement for the motor is 190.5/10 = 19.05 mNm. The NI 9505 motor driver 
module can supply 1 A at 70°C and 5 A at 40°C. For safety, we want to limit the motor 
current to around 1 A, and a 2642012CXR motor from Micromo (Faulhaber), with a 
torque constant of 18.57 mNm/A, is chosen. The rated torque under continuous operation 
for this motor is 25 mNm, which can meet our torque requirement for grasp force 
reflection. On the yaw degree of freedom, the force reflection requirement is 1 N (refer to 
Chapter 3); the corresponding torque requirement is F × (L2+2L3) = 1 × (0.81 + 2 × 3.9) × 
25.4 = 218.69 mNm (Figure 4-7 b). Accounting for the 10:1 cable-capstan transmission, 
the torque requirement for the yaw driving motor is 218.69/10 = 21.87 mNm, which is 
less than 25 mNm. The 2642012CXR motor can still meet this requirement. 
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Figure 4-7 Dimensions for (a) grasp bar and (b) yaw joint 
 
4.5 Force Reflection 
Since the motor current is linearly proportional to the output torque for a DC 
motor, it was first desired to control the motor current to reflect a steady force; the 
control diagram and experiment setup are shown in Figures 4-8 and 4-9 (all the motors 
are controlled with LabVIEW software using the NI cRIO 9074 plus NI 9505 DC motor 
driver module). However, dramatic vibration is observed, as shown in Figure 4-10. 
Different PID parameters have been tested, but the instability problem still persists. We 
hypothesize that the delay caused by the motor current filter is the cause. 
 
Figure 4-8 Force reflection closed-loop control algorithm 
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Figure 4-9 Experiment setup for motor current control 
 
Figure 4-10 Instability of motor current control  
To solve the instability problem, the relation between the motor’s PWM control 
signal (12-volt signal, expressed in the PWM range 0-2000) and output torque was then 
investigated. The experiment setup is shown in Figure 4-11 (the output torque is obtained 
from the force measurement multiplied by the distance between the force loading point 
and the axis). It is found that the motor’s output torque has a good linear relation with the 
PWM control signal (Figure 4-12). It is determined to use the PWM control signal as the 
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indicator of the reflected force. With this open loop control algorithm (Figure 4-13), the 
motor instability problem is resolved.  
 
Figure 4-11 Experiment setup to investigate the relation between motor’s PWM signal 
and output torque 
 
Figure 4-12 Linear relation between motor’s PWM signal and output torque 
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Figure 4-13 Force reflection open-loop control algorithm 
 
Figure 4-14 Experiment setup for reflected force calibration on (a) grasp DOF and (b) 
yaw DOF 
With this force reflection algorithm, the interaction forces on the grasp and yaw 
degrees of freedom are calibrated. The experiment setup is shown in Figure 4-14 (the 
interaction force is measurement by a force-sensitive resistor on each DOF). In the grasp 
force calibration, the lower jaw is supported, and the upper jaw is commanded to push the 
force sensor; the relation between the driving motor’s PWM value and the force sensor’s 
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measurement is calibrated. Since the pitch force and grasp force have the same relation 
with the driving motor’s output torque, they use the same calibration. On the yaw DOF, 
the calibration is implemented between the yaw driving motor’s PWM and the force 
sensor’s measurement. The result is shown in Figure 4-15. 
 
Figure 4-15 Reflected force calibration on (a) grasp DOF and (b) yaw DOF 
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The control algorithm runs at 40 MHz, and the core used to generate the PWM to 
the motor has a minimum pulse width of 2 𝛍s. With 20 kHz switching, this causes 4% (80 
out of 2000) of the duty cycle to be unusable; this contributes to the nonzero y-intercept 
of the PWM calibration fit.  
However, it is found that even in free motion (the slave robot has no contact with 
any object), the inertia of the yaw driving motor and the mechanism on the slave robot 
will cause the motor current reading to be non-zero, which will lead to some force 
reflection at the master robot. To solve this problem, it is necessary to make the master 
robot less sensitive. So the calibration PWM = 13.06×(motor current reading) + 40 is 
applied to the yaw DOF driving motor. The two driving motors for the grasp bars also go 
through a similar process, and are tuned with the calibration PWM = 9.56×(motor current 
reading) + 40. 
Preliminary haptic tests have been implemented with this haptic interface (master 
robot plus slave robot) by pushing on the yaw DOF (Figure 4-16 a) and grabbing a piece 
of sponge on the grasp DOF (Figure 4-16 b). It is found that, generally, the master robot 
can reflect force successfully on both grasp DOF and yaw DOF, but when the reflected 
force is small, the robot shows some aberrant vibration. Figure 4-17 shows this 
phenomenon on the yaw DOF. Through comparison between the motor velocity and 
PWM signal, the control algorithm is adjusted by adding some damping to reduce the 
effect of vibration. With this new control logic, the master robot shows no aberrant 
vibration (Figure 4-18). 
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Figure 4-16 Preliminary haptic tests on (a) yaw DOF and (b) grasp DOF 
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Figure 4-17 (a) Master robot vibration on yaw DOF and (b) analysis  
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Figure 4-18 No aberrant vibration on master robot  
4.6 Conclusions 
This chapter discusses the design of a master robot for force reflection. It goes 
through the details including design requirements, selection of transmission/ motor, CAD 
model, prototyping and force reflection algorithm. The preliminary haptic tests show that 
the master robot can reflect force successfully on both grasp DOF and yaw DOF.  
However, it is noted that the performance of force reflection in the preliminary 
test is not good. The first reason is that the force reflected is in a small range (0-2N), and 
the subject finds it hard to detect the small amount of change of reflected force. The 
second reason is the force reflection logic; for grasp force reflection, the calibrated logic 
is PWM = 56 × (grasp force) +70; however, the applied logic is PWM = 56 × (grasp 
force) +40, and this will cause 0.5N grasp force loss. This causes zero force reflection 
when grasp force is under 0.5N and 0.5N less force reflection when grasp force is larger. 
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Since the reflected force is in a range of 0-2N, this loss will have a significant adverse 
effect on the force reflection performance. Similarly, on the yaw force reflection, the 
applied logic will cause 0.14N force reflection loss with a force reflection range of 0-
0.5N. The third reason is the friction in the mechanism. The friction makes the subject 
perceive less force feedback than anticipated, even with ball bearings equipped at each 
joint. Improving the control logic and decreasing the inertia of moving components and 
minimizing the friction in the mechanism may help mitigate these issues.  
In the next chapter, haptic experiments will be implemented with the master robot 
discussed in this chapter and the third version slave robot prototype discussed in the 
previous chapter.  
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Chapter 5. Haptic Experiments 
 
           
In force-reflective master-slave surgical robot teleoperation, the surgeon operates 
the master robot, and the slave robot will follow the same motions; at the same time, the 
tool-tissue interaction forces obtained from the slave robot are sent to the master robot 
and reflected to the surgeon’s hand. The 2-channel position-force bilateral teleoperation 
system is used as the control structure of this haptic system (Figure 5-1). In this chapter, 
haptic experiments are implemented with the slave robot (the third version) and master 
robot discussed in the earlier chapters (Figure 5-2). 
 
Figure 5-1 Block diagram of a 2-channel position-force bilateral teleoperation system 
[58] 
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Figure 5-2 Master-slave system hardware 
 
5.1 Stiffness Differentiation 
Three material samples were prepared, made of wood, foam and sponge, with 
similar shape and size, as shown in Figure 5-3. These three materials were tested on 
grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs separately.  
Position 
Control 
Force 
Feedback 
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Figure 5-3 Wood, foam and sponge 
Figure 5-4a shows the experiment setup for stiffness differentiation on the grasp 
DOF. Grasping the three materials separately, the grasp angle and grasp force estimation 
are recorded and displayed in Figure 5-4b; the slope represents the material’s stiffness. 
As shown in the figure, due to the dynamic effect (compared with the testing result in 
[10] with torque sensors), the force estimation is noisy, but the stiffness difference can 
still be clearly identified for these three materials.  
After the data analysis, five test subjects were asked to operate the master robot 
controlling the slave grasper to interact with the three materials. Before the test, the 
subjects were allowed to touch the three materials with their fingers; then they were 
allowed to grasp the different materials with the haptic system up to 1 minute, to become 
acquainted with the different feeling when manipulating these materials. Then they were 
instructed to close their eyes and perform the grasping tasks. Another person randomly 
put one of these materials between the grasper jaws and asked the test subjects to grasp; 
each material was grasped only once, and after the test subjects finished grasping all three 
materials, they were asked to rank the stiffness of each. Table 5-1 shows the results for all 
five test subjects. 
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Table 5-1 shows that only the first test subject GA mistakes the wood for the 
foam, and all other results are right. The correct stiffness ranking of the three materials is 
wood-foam-sponge, and there are three pairs of relations in this ranking, wood and foam, 
foam and sponge, wood and sponge. With five test subjects, there are a total of 15 pairs 
of relations to be identified, and the results show that only one pair of these relations is 
mistaken, yielding a success rate of 93%. (While it would be nice to have another control 
group which uses only visual feedback instead of haptic feedback, the tested objects used 
here are different in appearance and the test subjects could distinguish the different 
materials based on their appearance, so this would not be an adequate control). 
 
Figure 5-4 Stiffness differentiation on grasp DOF, (a) experiment setup, (b) result 
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Table 5-1 Stiffness differentiation haptic test results on grasp DOF 
Test 
Subjects 
GA 
GB GC GD GE 
Stiffness 
Ranking 
Foam 
Wood 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
 
Figure 5-5a shows the experiment setup for stiffness differentiation on the pitch 
DOF. Squeezing the three materials separately with the upper jaw, the pitch angle and 
pitch force estimation are recorded and displayed in Figure 5-5b; the slope represents the 
material’s stiffness. Similarly to Figure 5-4b, the force estimation is noisy due to the 
dynamic effect, but the stiffness difference for different materials can be clearly seen.  
Table 5-2 shows the haptic test results of five test subjects for stiffness 
differentiation on the pitch DOF. All the subjects went through similar procedures to 
those in the test on the grasp DOF. First, they poke the three materials with their fingers; 
second, they operate the haptic master robot controlling the slave grasper to squeeze 
different materials with the upper jaw, thus getting familiar with different haptic 
responses for different materials; third, they grasp the three materials blindly one by one, 
and rank the stiffness of these materials. 
Table 5-2 shows that all the test subjects performed the stiffness ranking 
correctly. However, some of them indicated that this test was more difficult than the 
previous test on the grasp DOF. In the test on the grasp DOF, they can tell the stiffness 
difference based on the effort to close the two jaws towards each other, but in the test on 
the pitch DOF, there is not this kind of bilateral reference. However, they still can find a 
way to tell different materials apart based on their haptic response. One subject indicated 
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Figure 5-5 Stiffness differentiation on the pitch DOF, (a) experiment setup, (b) result 
Table 5-2 Stiffness differentiation haptic test results on the pitch DOF 
Test 
Subjects 
PA PB PC PD PE 
Stiffness 
Ranking 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
 
that he used the displacement before the slight oscillation as a cue (the master robot will 
have slight oscillation when it starts force feedback; on the pitch DOF, this happens when 
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the force estimation reaches 0.5N – refer to the previous chapter). Another subject 
indicated that he used the oscillation frequency information; he explained that different 
materials produce different oscillations in the system, and he can distinguish the three 
materials based on the oscillation differences. Even though this test is difficult, all the test 
subjects managed to rank the stiffness of the three materials correctly. This also shows 
that different individuals may use different cues within the force feedback to distinguish 
different materials. 
Figure 5-6a shows the experiment setup for stiffness differentiation on the yaw 
DOF. Pushing the three materials against a fixed wall individually with the tool tip, the 
yaw angle and yaw force estimation are recorded and displayed in Figure 5-6b; the slope 
represents the material’s stiffness. Similarly to the tests on the grasp and pitch DOFs, the 
force estimation is noisy due to the dynamic effect, but the stiffness difference for 
different materials can be clearly distinguished.  
Five test subjects were asked to push these materials with the haptic system. They 
went through a similar procedure to that in the previous two tests. To make the pushing 
task easier (to improve the mechanical advantage), the middle part of tool tip was used to 
push the materials instead of the jaws (Figure 5-7). Table 5-3 shows the haptic test results 
for stiffness differentiation on the yaw DOF. 
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Figure 5-6 Stiffness differentiation on the yaw DOF, (a) experiment setup, (b) result 
 
Figure 5-7 Experiment setup for stiffness differentiation haptic test on the yaw DOF 
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Table 5-3 Stiffness differentiation haptic test results on the yaw DOF 
Test 
Subjects 
YA YB YC YD YE 
Stiffness 
Ranking 
Wood 
Sponge 
Foam 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
Wood 
Foam 
Sponge 
 
Table 5-3 shows that only the first test subject YA mistook the relative stiffness of 
foam and sponge, and all other results are right. So with only 1 pair of relations mistaken 
among 15 pairs, the success rate is 93%. 
 
5.2 Tumor Detection 
In minimally invasive surgery, haptic feedback is essential to obtain the 
mechanical properties of tissue and evaluate its anatomical structures, thus improving 
surgical efficiency and safety. In this test, a stiff object (Ø7mm×3.5mm cylindrical 
plastic) is embedded and fixed with glue at the edge of a porcine liver to mimic a tumor 
(Figure 5-8); the goal is to distinguish the location of the tumor with our haptic system. 
The surgical grasper is used to grasp the porcine liver along its edge at seven 
locations; the tumor is embedded at the middle location. Each location is grasped three 
times and the average stiffness is displayed in Figure 5-9 for all the locations. It is clearly 
shown that the location with tumor has higher stiffness compared with other locations; 
since the grasp location may be on the center of the tumor or at the edge of the tumor, the 
stiffness can have a large variance at the tumor location.  
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Figure 5-8 The porcine liver with tumor embedded 
 
Figure 5-9 The stiffness mapping along the edge of a porcine liver 
Similarly to the previous experiment, five test subjects were asked to perform the 
tumor detection task. Before the test, they were given up to 1 minute to grasp the tissue 
locations with and without simulated tumor to get acquainted with the different feeling 
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(with eyes open and also haptic feedback function on). Then they were instructed to grasp 
the seven locations randomly (there was another person who placed the tissue between 
the grasper jaws), with each location being grasped once. After the test subject finished 
testing all the locations, he/she was asked to choose the location he/she believed to have 
tumor embedded. To demonstrate the necessity of haptic feedback, another contrast 
experiment followed; with the haptic feedback function off, the test subjects were asked 
to do this tumor detection task again.  
Figure 5-10 shows the results for all five test subjects with visual feedback plus 
haptic feedback, with a success rate of 80%. Only 1 test subject failed, but he indicated 
that he was not sure between locations 4, 6, 7 (he eventually chose location 6); after given 
a second chance to test the three locations, he identified the correct tumor location.  
Figure 5-11 shows the results for all five test subjects with visual feedback only, 
with a success rate of 20%. All the test subjects said they felt the same when grasping all 
the locations; the only cue they used to judge the tumor location was the tissue 
deformation when the tissue was being grasped. They indicated that this was kind of a 
guessing process and it was much harder to determine the tumor location without haptic 
feedback. Location 6 got more votes because the tissue was a little thinner there, so the 
tissue deformation seemed slightly less than other locations, which is also true when the 
stiffer “tumor” material is present. One test subject chose location 6, but she also said 
location 4 would be her second guess. 
There is another observation. When the haptic feedback function is off, subjects 
are prone to apply larger force, and this leads two consequences. The first consequence is 
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that test subjects squeeze the tissue hard since they don’t know how much grasp force 
they are applying, thus causing tissue bleeding; this phenomenon was obvious for two 
male subjects. The second consequence is robot cable transmission failure. When 
applying large force, the polymeric cable may escape the pulley groove on the surgical 
grasper prototype (due to slackness; each jaw is driven by two cables, if one is in tension, 
the other one will be slack), thus causing robot transmission failure; this failure happened 
twice (for the same two male subjects). This indicates that personal characteristics may 
play an important role in surgical performance. 
 
Figure 5-10 Tumor detection result by human operation with both visual feedback and 
haptic feedback 
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Figure 5-11 Tumor detection result by human operation with visual feedback only 
 
5.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter, two haptic experiments are implemented with the force-reflective 
haptic system. The first experiment is stiffness differentiation; with force feedback, the 
subjects can successfully distinguish the stiffness for wood, foam and sponge on the 
surgical instrument’s grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs. The second experiment is tumor 
detection; with this haptic system, a stiffness mapping along a porcine liver is obtained, 
and the tumor location is clearly identified. Test subjects are asked to perform this task 
with and without haptic feedback, the result demonstrates that haptic feedback can help 
surgeons regain the tactile information and help them to explore the mechanical 
properties of tissue; this real-time force feedback may enable surgeons to decrease 
operation forces and avoid tissue damage. 
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These experiments focused on stiffness differentiation, since this is most relevant 
to surgical tasks. In future work, an additional experiment could be performed to compare 
how well this system could be used to detect absolute stiffness for different materials, 
compared to using a manual surgical grasper. This will provide further evidence of the 
value of the system compared to current technology. 
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Chapter 6. Summary and Conclusions 
           
This dissertation presents a sensorless haptic system for robot-assisted minimally 
invasive surgery. It has two components, a 3-DOF surgical grasper which has motorized 
grasp, pitch and yaw DOFs, serving as a slave robot, and a 3-DOF haptic master control 
serving as a master robot. The control algorithm employed between master robot and 
slave robot is a 2-channel position-force bilateral teleoperation structure; the master robot 
sends motion commands to the slave robot, and receives force feedback from the slave 
robot at the same time; the slave robot follows the motions of the master control, and 
sends the interaction forces to the master robot (refer to Figure 5-1). 
To get better force estimation, a mechanism based on planetary gear theory is 
proposed to decouple the yaw motion from the grasp and pitch motions. The interaction 
force is estimated from the driving motor’s current on each DOF. The comparison 
between force measurement and force estimation shows that the force estimation can 
follow the characteristic shape of the force measurement very well and without 
significant time delay; the repeatability of the results demonstrates the robustness of this 
force estimation method. 
With the haptic system, test subjects can successfully distinguish the stiffness of 
wood, foam and sponge using all three DOFs; a porcine liver with embedded simulated 
tumor has been tested and the tumor location is clearly identified. The experiment also 
demonstrates that haptic feedback can help surgeons regain the tactile information and 
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help them to explore the mechanical properties of tissue; this real-time force feedback 
may enable surgeons to decrease operation forces and avoid tissue damage. 
However, there are still some issues remaining to be improved. First, the force 
estimation obtained from motor current includes the motor effort to compensate the 
operation force together with the mechanism dynamics, which causes the estimation error 
to be inflated; appropriate calibration or compensation is needed to eliminate the dynamic 
effects. Second, due to the low strength of 3D-printed components and the low stiffness 
of the polymeric cable used in the prototypes, the operation force tested to date is 
relatively small; cast or machined metal components and stainless steel cable would 
enable testing larger forces. Third, the present force estimation method requires the motor 
vibrating all the time to dynamically adjust its current to carry the load. This will cause 
small-amplitude vibration (± 0.23 degree) on the motor which may disturb the surgeon’s 
operation and shorten the motor’s life; other techniques to perform the force estimation 
without requiring motor vibration would be helpful. Fourth, the present control algorithm 
for the haptic master robot causes some force loss, which will make it ineffective for 
small force application on soft tissue; better control logic is required to eliminate this 
force loss problem. Fifth, for now the surgical grasper prototype is mounted in a 
stationary configuration, and only simple haptic tests can be conducted; a robotic arm is 
required to move the surgical grasper, thus exploring the performance of this haptic 
system in more complex, clinically representative tasks. 
With this sensorless haptic system, we aim to provide the surgeon with a surgical 
robot which is compatible with existing sterilization methods and surgical procedures, so 
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the surgeon can sense the tool-tissue reaction forces in real time during operation and 
increase surgical efficiency and safety. 
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Appendix A. Force Sensor Setup 
 
 
The sensor used in this research is FlexiForce A201 from Tekscan. It is a thin and 
flexible piezoresistive force sensor that is ideal for force measurement between surgical 
tools’ jaws. It has three force ranges available: 4.4N/ 111N/ 445N; the one we use is with 
the 4.4N force range, since this corresponds to typical surgical grasp forces [1]. Figure A-
1 shows the physical properties and performance of this sensor, and Figure A-2 shows the 
recommended driving circuit. 
 
Figure A-1. FlexiForce A201 [2] 
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Figure A-2. Driving circuit for A201 [2] 
MCP 6004 is a general purpose operational amplifier; we use the LM324N 
instead. For the resistance Rf, we chose 68kΩ.To make sure the entire load is transferred 
through the sensing area, two stiff pucks are attached on both sides of the sensing area. 
Figure A-3 shows the setup for the sensor, and the data recording is accomplished using a 
LabVIEW data acquisition platform (LabVIEW 2013; NI cRIO-9074 with NI 9201 
analog input module). 
 
Figure A-3. Force sensor setup 
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The following guidelines for conditioning the sensor and calibration for static 
forces are provided by the manufacturer [3]: 
“Before using the sensors it is recommended to condition the sensors. This 
is done by placing 110% (or more) of the maximum test load onto the sensor for 
approximately 3 seconds, and removing the load from the sensor. This is repeated 
4-5 times, followed by calibration. 
Step 1. Place 1/3 of the test weight on the sensor. Leave the weight on the 
sensor the same amount of time (before recording the output) as you will in your 
actual experiment. This helps minimize the drift error. Record the output, then 
remove the weight from the sensor. 
Step 2. Place 2/3 of the rest weight on the sensor, again waiting the 
approximate amount of time. Record the output. Remove weight from the sensor. 
Step 3. Place the full test weight on the sensor. Wait the approximate 
amount of time again, and record the output. Remove the weight from the sensor. 
If using the recommended circuit, 3 sets of data are adequate. If using a 
multimeter, gather two more sets of data for a 5-point chart. 
Step 4. Gather each set of data (Sensor Output vs. Force Applied) and plot 
the data on a graph. If using a multimeter, sensor output should be plotted as 
Conductance (1/Resistance) vs. Force. This gives a linear plot. You can then draw 
a line of best fit, or calculate one with MS Excel. If using our recommended 
circuit or your own electronics, sensor output should be plotted as Voltage vs. 
Force. 
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Step 5. Use the equation for the line of best fit and the sensor output to 
determine the force of unknown loads on the sensor during the experiment.” 
Since the force range of this sensor is 4.4N, we use four weights (100 grams/ 200 
grams/ 300 grams /400 grams) to calibrate the sensor. Following the sequence 100 grams 
– 200 grams – 300 grams – 400 grams, the readings are recorded. This is repeated five 
times, averaging the readings for each weight, and plotting the data with the averaged 
readings and their corresponding weights (Figure A-4). 
 
Figure A-4. Force sensor calibration 
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Appendix B. Strain Gauge Setup 
 
 
A strain gauge is a device whose electrical resistance varies in proportion to the 
amount of strain in the device. Figure B-1 shows the structure of a typical bonded 
metallic strain gauge. Strain gauges are available commercially with nominal resistance 
values from 30 to 3000 ohm, with 120, 350, and 1000 ohm being the most common 
values. 
 
Figure B-1. Bonded metallic strain gauge [1] 
A fundamental parameter of the strain gauge is gauge factor (GF), which 
represents its sensitivity to strain (Equation B1). The Gauge Factor for metallic strain 
gauges is typically around 2.  
  =
    
 𝐿 𝐿
=
    
 
                                                      (1) 
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Usually for strain gauge applications, the resistance change is small. To measure 
it, strain gauges are almost always used in a bridge configuration. Depending on the 
number of strain gauges employed, the bridge circuit can be divided into three categories: 
quarter-bridge circuit, half-bridge circuit and full-bridge circuit (Figure B-2).  
 
Figure B-2 Quarter-bridge circuit (a); half-bridge circuit (b) and full-bridge circuit (c) [1] 
Since the temperature will significantly affect the measurement, additional 
temperature compensation is important. By employing a dummy gauge (a strain gauge 
isolated from all mechanical stress and acting merely as a temperature compensation 
device) in the quarter-bridge circuit (Figure B-3), the effects of temperature change can 
be eliminated.  
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Figure B-3 Use of dummy gauge to eliminate temperature effects [2] 
The strain gauge used in this research is WK-13-250AE-10C from Micro-
Measurements, with nominal resistance 1000 Ω, gauge factor 2.08, thermal expansion 
coefficient 13 ppm/°F and strain range ±1500 µε. The size is 14.5mm × 9.1 mm.  
Since the cable pulling force we need to measure is in a small range, around 10 N, 
the material of the test specimen should have a small Young’s modulus to experience 
sufficient strain, which will help to increase the measurement accuracy of the sensed 
force. A 30mm × 9.1mm × 1.42mm plate made of cast acrylic is chosen, having Young’s 
modulus 3×10
9
 Pa, yield strength 45 MPa and thermal expansion coefficient 45 ppm/°F. 
With 10N pulling force, the stress will be  
 =
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Since the thermal expansion coefficients of the strain gauge and cast acrylic are 
different, the strain gauge configuration in Figure B-3 is used to eliminate the 
temperature effects, and the quarter-bridge circuit is adopted for the measurement. Also 
the acrylic material is not good at heat dissipation; a strain gauge with high resistance and 
low excitation voltage is preferred. That is the reason we choose the WK-13-250AE-10C 
with resistance of 1000 Ωrather than 120 Ω or 350 Ω. Also, the excitation voltage is 
chosen as 3.45 V. The output voltage is measured using a NI USB-6229 DAQ device and 
the signal is filtered, amplified by a factor of 10,000 and balanced in LabVIEW. Figure 
B-4 shows the calibration setup. Weights of 250 grams, 450 grams, 680 grams and 910 
grams are used for the calibration, following the sequence (0 gram – 250 grams – 450 
grams – 680 grams – 910 grams), and recording the output reading. This was repeated 16 
times, using the average value for each weight to plot the calibration data, which is 
shown in Figure B-5. 
 
Figure B-4 Strain gauge calibration setup 
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Figure B-5 strain gauge calibration 
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Appendix C. Deriving the Coefficient between the 
Interaction Force and Motor Current for Each 
DOF 
 
 
According to the DC motor theory, its current is linearly proportional to the 
output torque; even with gear head to increase the torque, the linear relation won’t 
change. Applying different quasi-static torque on the motor output shaft in different 
directions, the corresponding motor current readings from the driver unit (NI 9505 motor 
drive module) were recorded. Figure C-1 shows that no matter the direction, the motor 
current value has a good linear relation with the output torque. 
 
Figure C-1 Linear relation between the motor current and the output torque for a DC 
motor with its gearhead 
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      (a)                                         (b)                                             (c) 
Figure C-2 Force analysis in (a) grasp, (b) pitch and (c) yaw test 
Figure C-2 shows the force analysis for grasp, pitch and yaw tests. Let T be the 
force on driving cable, F be the tool-tissue interaction force. For grasp and pitch test, we 
get 
 =
  
 1
                                                                   ( ) 
For yaw test, we have 
   =                                                                   ( ) 
  represents the angular velocity of the driving pulley, and   represents the linear 
velocity of the interaction point. From the planetary gear theory, due to the first gear is 
fixed and the two gears’ diameters are equal, we have 
 2 −  
 1 −  
= −
 1
 2
= −                                                  ( ) 
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 1 =                                                                 ( ) 
 1 ,  2  and    are the angular velocity of the first gear, second gear and the 
carrier;  1 and  2 are the diameter of the first gear and second gear. Combining Eqn. 3 
and Eqn. 4 we get 
 2 =                                                               ( ) 
So, 
 =  2  +    2 = ( 2 +    )                                       ( ) 
Since in this prototype the driving pulley is rigidly attached with the carrier, so 
 =                                                                 ( ) 
Combine Eqn. 7 and Eqn. 2, we get 
 =
  
 2 +    
                                                       ( ) 
In the first version slave robot prototype,  1 =   in,  2 =       in,   =     in; 
so  2 +    =       in. Compare Eqn. 1 and Eqn. 8, we conclude that in the yaw test the 
same motor torque can only produce 1/8 of force on the force sensor compared with that 
in the pitch/grasp test.  
In the second version and third version slave robot prototypes,  1 =      in, 
 2 =      in,   =       in; so  2 +    =      in. Compare Eqn. 1 and Eqn. 8, we 
conclude that in the yaw test the same motor torque can only produce 1/7 of force on the 
force sensor compared with that in the pitch/grasp test.  
Since large motor torque will break the glue fixation of the driving cable, we limit 
the motor torque in yaw test to be similar with that in pitch/grasp test. And this causes 
that all the yaw tests are in small force range.  
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From Figure C-2, averaging the ratio between motor current reading and motor 
output torque for two directions, the ratio will be (0.2867+0.2926)/2=0.2897. 
For the first version slave robot, L1=25.4mm, so on grasp/pitch DOF, the ratio 
between interaction force and motor current reading will be 1/(0.2897*25.4)=0.1360; on 
yaw DOF, the ratio is 0.1360/8=0.0170. 
For the second and third version slave robots, L1=15.8mm, so on grasp/pitch 
DOF, the ratio between interaction force and motor current reading will be 
1/(0.2897*15.8)=0.2185; on yaw DOF, the ratio is 0.2185/7=0.0312. 
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Appendix D. LabVIEW Block Diagrams for 
Position Control and Force Feedback 
 
 
 
 
a 
b 
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(*a is PID position control logic for motors on slave robot; b is force estimation logic for 
jaws on slave robot; c is force reflection logic for the two grasping bars on master robot; 
d is position command transmission logic between master robot and slaver robot) 
 
 
 
c 
d 
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Appendix E. Technical Details of Commercial 
Components 
 
E.1. Faulhaber 2224012SR DC-Micromotors 
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E.2. Faulhaber 23/1 Planetary Gearhead 
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E.3. Faulhaber IE2-512 Encoder 
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E.4. Faulhaber 2642W012CXR DC-Micromotor 
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E.5. Faulhaber HEDS5500A_500 Encoder 
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E.6. FlexiForce A201 Sensor 
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E.7. Calibration Quick Start Guide for FlexiForce Sensors 
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E.8. Micro-Measurements Strain Gauge WK-13-250AE-10C 
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E.9. Polymeric Cable 
 
(*a is used in the first version slave robot prototype; b is used in the second and third 
version slave robot prototype; c is used in the master robot prototype) 
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E.10. Bearings 
 
(*a is used in the first version slave robot prototype and master robot prototype; b is used 
in the second and third version slave robot prototype) 
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E.11. Gears 
 
(*a is used in the first version slave robot prototype and master robot prototype; b is used 
in the second and third version slave robot prototype) 
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E.12. Pins 
 
(*a is used in the first version slave robot prototype and master robot prototype; b is used 
in the second and third version slave robot prototype) 
